Introduction {#sec1}
============

Natural products play an important role in chemistry and drug discovery.^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ Over the years, chemists have sought to develop novel methods and strategies for their effective chemical synthesis^[@ref3]^ in order to elucidate their biological functions for novel therapeutic agents^[@ref4],[@ref5]^ and determine their biosynthesis for synthetic biology.^[@ref6]^ These studies have been motivated by the historic involvement of natural products such as penicillin (**1**), taxol (**2**), artemisinin (**3**), and vinblastine (**4**) in drug discovery ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Over the last three decades, nearly 50% of newly approved small molecule drugs have been natural products or derivatives thereof.^[@ref5]^

![Natural products in human medicine.](oc9b00916_0001){#fig1}

Natural product diversification is essential in drug discovery, particularly in the optimization of pharmacological properties and investigation of structure--activity relationships (SARs). Driven by the discovery of biologically relevant natural product-like derivatives, several strategies have been employed to prepare these molecules, including diverted total synthesis (DTS).^[@ref7],[@ref8]^ Since traditional synthesis of natural product derivatives from simple starting materials can be laborious and ineffective, an alternative approach is to derivatize natural products directly via selective reactions, which may shorten synthetic routes and provide a more effective means of producing these compounds. However, late-stage diversification of natural products has been underexplored owing to the synthetic challenge of performing selective functionalizations in the presence of the diverse functional groups often found in natural products.

Recently, a series of remarkable advances in synthetic organic methodologies, including developments in site-selective catalysts,^[@ref9],[@ref10]^ state-of-the-art C--H functionalization,^[@ref11],[@ref12]^ photochemistry,^[@ref13],[@ref14]^ electrochemistry,^[@ref15],[@ref16]^ and biocatalysis,^[@ref17]−[@ref19]^ have been achieved, which have led to the emergence of many approaches to directly functionalize complex molecules. These selective transformations have provided a great opportunity for the rapid late-stage modification of various natural products.

Over the past decade, the late-stage diversification of natural products has undergone explosive growth.^[@ref20]−[@ref24]^ This approach has enabled efficient access to lead compounds and natural product-based probes. Herein, we report selected examples of late-stage diversification of complex natural products and the impacts of this approach on organic synthesis as well as chemical biology and drug discovery. The examples provided herein will focus on the site-selective functionalization of natural products or their protected derivatives. The use of natural products as starting materials to synthesize diverse molecules is not covered, as this topic has been reviewed elsewhere.^[@ref20]^ The aim of this outlook is not to provide a comprehensive review of achievements in this area but, rather, to showcase some key ideas of this expanding field. Accordingly, we sincerely apologize for the inevitable omissions in our coverage of the literature.

Synthetic Methodology Development {#sec2}
=================================

Many complex natural products contain the same reactive functional groups in high frequency, such as polyols, polyenes, and polyarenes. Selective functionalization of one specific reactive group in the presence of others without the use of protecting groups represents a powerful tool for synthesizing diverse analogues. Therefore, many new reagents, catalysts, and reactions have been developed for site- and chemoselective transformations.^[@ref9]^ The Miller group has developed various site-selective modification reactions for complex natural products based on peptide catalysts.^[@ref10]^ In 2012, the group reported the site-selective diversification of the complex natural product vancomycin (**5**).^[@ref25],[@ref26]^ Vancomycin (**5**) is a glycopeptide antibiotic that inhibits bacterial cell wall biosynthesis through binding to the acyl-[d]{.smallcaps}-alanyl-[d]{.smallcaps}-alanine ([^d^]{.smallcaps}Ala-[^d^]{.smallcaps}Ala) moiety of bacterial peptidoglycan. Vancomycin-induced drug resistance emerged in 1988.^[@ref27]^ One mechanism of vancomycin resistance in pathogens involves the formation of bacterial peptidoglycan with other residues, such as [d]{.smallcaps}-alanyl-[d]{.smallcaps}-lactate ([^d^]{.smallcaps}Ala-[^d^]{.smallcaps}Lac), instead of [^d^]{.smallcaps}Ala-[^d^]{.smallcaps}Ala.^[@ref28]^ As bacterial resistance to vancomycin has become a worldwide problem, the synthesis of novel derivatives has become essential.^[@ref29],[@ref30]^ In order to synthesize novel vancomycin derivatives, Miller and co-workers first employed their peptide catalysts for site-selective thiocarbonylation/deoxygenation of alcohols of minimally protected vancomycin derivative **6** ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}A).^[@ref25]^ In the presence of achiral catalyst *N*-methylimidazole (NMI), Z~6~-OH was acylated preferentially over G~6~-OH (**7**:**8** = 1:5). This unexpected selectivity was presumably due to the steric hindrance of the primary hydroxy group G~6~-OH. After a library of peptide catalysts was screened, **21** was observed to greatly enhance the selectivity of Z~6~-thionocarbonate (**7**: **8** = 1:21) on a 500 mg scale. In order to achieve selectivity for G~6~-OH, new catalysts were designed based on X-ray crystallographic data of a [^d^]{.smallcaps}Ala--[^d^]{.smallcaps}Ala-containing peptide bound to vancomycin. The authors speculated that replacement of the second [^d^]{.smallcaps}Ala residue in the catalyst with histidine may put the reactive imidazole closer to G~6~-OH. This hypothesis led to the discovery of catalyst **22**, which enabled highly selective thiocarbonylation of G~6~-OH (**7**: **8** = 24:1) on a 500 mg scale. After deoxygenation and global deprotection, novel deoxy-vancomycin derivatives **9** and **10** were obtained.

![(A) Late-Stage Site-Selective Diversification of Vancomycin. (B) MIC Values (μg/mL) for Vancomycin Derivatives. (C) Selected Natural Products for Late-Stage Diversification via Site-Selective Transformation of Reactive Functional Groups](oc9b00916_0002){#sch1}

Inspired by the success of the selective thiocarbonylation reactions, the Miller group further explored the potential utility of their peptide catalysts for the site-selective lipidation of vancomycin ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}A).^[@ref26]^ Both catalysts **21** and **22** retained the same selectivity as before at Z~6~ (**11**:**12**:**13** = 0:1:17) and G~6~ (**11**:**12**:**13** = 6:1:0), respectively. After a library of peptide catalysts was screened, **23** was observed to enable selective lipidation at the G~4~ position (**11**:**12**:**13** = 1:5:0). Various acyl chains with different lengths were installed at G~4~ using catalyst **23**. After global deprotection, novel lipidated vancomycin derivatives **14**--**20** were obtained. The authors proposed that the major contributing factor leading to the observed selectivity was the specific hydrogen-bonding interactions between **6** and each catalyst, which would put the reactive site of the substrate near the imidazole moiety. The cocrystal structure of a catalyst--substrate complex that was determined in a subsequent mechanistic study was consistent with this hypothesis.^[@ref31]^

With these new vancomycin derivatives in hand, the antibiotic activities were measured ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}B). Compounds **14**, **15**, and **16** showed increased activity against both vancomycin-sensitive and -resistant bacteria. Among them, G~4~-lipidated vancomycin **15** was found to be 64 times more reactive against the VanB pathogen than vancomycin. The derivatives with shorter lipid chains at the G~4~ position (**17**--**20**) were less potent than vancomycin, which was consistent with the previous report that vancomycin derivatives with increased lipophilicity had better activity against both sensitive and resistant bacterial strains.^[@ref32]^ Although deoxy-vancomycin derivatives showed comparable (**9**) or lower (**10**) activity relative to vancomycin, careful analysis revealed that Z~6~-deoxy-vancomycin **10** existed in two interconvertible conformations at room temperature, which affected its biological activity and led to reduced antibiotic activity compared with vancomycin. This study revealed that Z~6~-OH may form a hydrogen bond with the C~6~-amide carbonyl group to maintain the particular conformation of vancomycin, which is essential for its bioactivity.

In addition to the site-selective modification of vancomycin,^[@ref33]^ peptide catalysts have also been applied toward the site-selective modification of other complex natural products ([Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}C),^[@ref10],[@ref22]^ including acylation^[@ref34],[@ref35]^ and deoxygenation^[@ref36]^ of erythromycin A, acylation of apoptolidin A,^[@ref37]^ and phosphorylation^[@ref38]^ and bromination^[@ref39]^ of teicoplanin A~2~-A (see the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.9b00916/suppl_file/oc9b00916_si_001.pdf)).

C--H bonds are the most common and inert functional groups in complex natural products. The explosive growth of C--H bond activation chemistry has allowed for the selective functionalization of C--H bonds in the presence of various other functional groups.^[@ref11],[@ref12],[@ref23]^ Because of its abundance and the presence of sterically and electronically diverse C--H bonds, the sesquiterpene (+)-sclareolide (**27**) has become a commonly used testing platform to validate the application of a wide range of C--H functionalization reactions ([Scheme [2](#sch2){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch2){ref-type="scheme"}).

![(A) Late-Stage Diversification of (+)-Sclareolide (**27**) via Selective C--H Functionalization. (B) Chemical Environment of (+)-Sclareolide](oc9b00916_0003){#sch2}

The addition of oxygen or nitrogen atoms to bioactive small molecules not only changes their physicochemical properties (e.g., solubility),^[@ref40]^ but it also enhances their hydrogen bonding interactions with target proteins.^[@ref41]^ Notable advances in selective C--H oxidation have been achieved during the past decade.^[@ref42],[@ref43]^ For example, when **27** was subjected to oxidation using strong oxidant methyl(trifluoromethyl)dioxirane (TFDO), the C3 oxidized product **28** was preferentially formed along with the C2 oxidized product **29** in a 3.5:1 ratio.^[@ref44]^ C3 oxidation was favored presumably due to electronic effects since the C3 position is located further away from the electron-withdrawing lactone group, making the C--H bonds at this position more electron-rich.^[@ref45]^ In 2010, the White group developed an iron catalyst, Fe(PDP) **30**, that could catalyze highly selective sp^3^ C--H oxidation reactions.^[@ref46]^ When this catalyst was applied toward the oxidation of **27**, the ratio of C2:C3 oxidized product was improved to 1.4:1 in 78% overall yield. In 2017, Baran and co-workers reported a C2-selective oxidation of **27** via electrochemical oxidation,^[@ref44]^ where reticulated vitreous carbon (RVC) and nickel were used as the anode and cathode, respectively. The oxidized sclareolide **29** was afforded in 47% yield (63% brsm) and with high regioselectivity (C2/C3 = 5.6:1) on a 50 g scale. The applicability of this reaction was further demonstrated by converting **29** to meroterpenoid analogue (+)-oxo-yahazunone (**31**) in six steps. Furthermore, enzymes have been shown to selectively install a β-hydroxy group at the C3 position of (+)-sclareolide (**27**).^[@ref47]−[@ref49]^ In 2011, the Fasan group reported that P450~BM3~ FL\#62 II-H8 selectively catalyzes C3 β-hydroxylation to afford **32** in 83% yield (50 mg scale).^[@ref47]^ Inspired by this work, Renata and co-workers achieved C3 β-hydroxylation in a scalable manner using variant P450~BM3~ MeRO1 (1857 V328A).^[@ref49]^ The ability to procure **32** in gram quantities enabled the synthesis of five 3-OH α-pyrone meroterpenoids in 6--7 steps. In addition to the introduction of oxygen functionality to (+)-sclareolide (**27**), the Baran and Du Bois groups independently reported the selective amination of **27** via rhodium-catalyzed C--H insertion of a nitrene.^[@ref50],[@ref51]^ When a combination of Du Bois' catalyst Rh~2~(esp)~2~ (**34**) and sulfonamide was utilized, nitrene insertion occurred specifically at the C2 equatorial position to afford **35** in 60% yield.

Selective halogenation of natural products has also emerged as a popular area of research due to the important pharmacological properties of organo-halide compounds, including numerous halogen-containing drugs.^[@ref52]−[@ref54]^ For example, Groves and co-workers reported a manganese-porphyrin-mediated aliphatic C--H chlorination using sodium hypochlorite as the chlorine source.^[@ref55]^ Mn(TMP)Cl (**36**) catalyzed β-chlorination of (+)-sclareolide (**27**) preferentially at the C2 position (C2/C3 = 7:1) to afford **37** in 42% yield. This strategy was further applied to fluorination (**38** and **39**)^[@ref56]^ and azidation (**40**)^[@ref57]^ of **27** with similar selectivity toward the C2 and C3 positions.^[@ref58],[@ref59]^ Highly chemo- and stereoselective halogenation of (+)-sclareolide (**27**) was further addressed by Alexanian and co-workers via an N-centered radical-mediated process. The functionalization of **27** using *N*-bromoamide **41** under visible light irradiation afforded the C2 β-bromination product **42** as a single regio- and stereoisomer in 67% isolated yield.^[@ref60]^ Then, the Alexanian group collaborated with the Vanderwal group to test the chlorination of **27** using the same strategy to synthesize (+)-chlorolissoclimide (**44**), an antitumor natural product, which contains a β-chloride at the C2 position. Using *N*-chloroamide **43** under visible light irradiation, (+)-sclareolide (**27**) was converted to the desired C2 β-chlorination product **37** in 82% yield with significant selectivity and efficiency on a gram scale.^[@ref61]^ Thus, with ample amounts of **37** in hand, the first synthesis of (+)-chlorolissoclimide (**44**) was realized in nine steps starting from **27**. Success in selective halogenation further inspired the Alexanian group to apply the same protocol to C--H xanthylation.^[@ref62]^ The xanthylation of **27** occurred with the same regio- and stereoselectivity to give **46** in 55% yield. The latter was further converted to various derivatives via one-step transformations, including deuteration, thiolation, and trifluoromethylthiolation. The selective functionalization of (+)-sclareolide (**27**) at C2 can be attributed to both electronic and steric effects. The C--H bonds in ring A are more electron-rich than those in rings B and C because they are furthest away from the electron-withdrawing γ-lactone of ring C. The methyl groups at C4 and C6 make the C1 and C3 positions more sterically hindered than C2. The 1,3-diaxial interaction between the C2 axial β hydrogen and the C4 axial methyl group led to the activation of the C2 equatorial α C--H bond by strain release in the transition state ([Scheme [2](#sch2){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch2){ref-type="scheme"}B).^[@ref50]^ In contrast, P450 variants are able to selectively achieve C3 β-hydroxylation via specific substrate--enzyme interactions that place the C3 position close to the reactive site in the enzyme.^[@ref63]^

As demonstrated by the studies described above that employed vancomycin (**5**) and (+)-sclareolide (**27**) as model substrates, many recently developed reactions show great potential for the late-stage regio- and stereoselective functionalization of reactive groups or inert C--H bonds in natural products. In turn, late-stage diversification of abundant natural products can provide novel chiral building blocks for the efficient synthesis of complex, bioactive molecules.

Lead Modification {#sec3}
=================

In order to develop new therapeutic agents, the generation of drug or drug candidate analogues is essential for addressing problems associated with suboptimal bioactivity and pharmacological properties of existing small-molecule therapies. The newly developed strategies for site-selective functionalization of inert C--H bonds open the door to access diverse drug derivatives that may be inaccessible by traditional methods or *de novo* synthesis.

Artemisinin (**3**) was first isolated in 1971 from a traditional Chinese medicine.^[@ref64],[@ref65]^ Artemisinin (**3**) and its derivatives (**47**, **48**, **49**) are recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO) as the most effective drugs for the treatment of malaria ([Scheme [3](#sch3){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch3){ref-type="scheme"}A).^[@ref66]^ Because of the short half-life of these compounds *in vivo* as well as emerging drug resistance,^[@ref67]^ artemisinins are often used in combination with one or two long-acting drugs with different modes of action, a treatment paradigm referred to as artemisinin-based combination therapy (ACT).^[@ref68]^ Therefore, new drugs are needed to address the aforementioned pharmacological limitations. Synthetic efforts toward development of improved bioactive molecules have mainly focused on the lactone ring (C9 and C10), the modification of which has delivered successful drugs such as dihydroartemisinin (**47**), artemether (**48**), and artesunate (**49**).^[@ref66]^ The White group achieved the C6 oxidized product **50** in 54% yield by employing Fe(PDP) **30** without disrupting the sensitive endoperoxide moiety ([Scheme [3](#sch3){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch3){ref-type="scheme"}B).^[@ref69]^ The observed selectivity is controlled by the innate electronic properties of artemisinin, where the tertiary C--H bond at C6 is remote from the electron-withdrawing lactone, acetal, and endoperoxide. The bulkier catalyst **51** can alter the inherent substrate selectivity to favor oxidation at the electron-rich and less sterically hindered C7 position to afford the C7 ketone **52** in 52% yield.^[@ref70]^ In 2012, Fasan and co-workers reported P450~BM3~ FL\#62 variants that could catalyze C7 and C6a hydroxylation.^[@ref71]^ These two positions had remained inaccessible with respect to hydroxylation using iron-based catalysts^[@ref69],[@ref70]^ or via microbial transformation.^[@ref72],[@ref73]^ Following site-saturation mutagenesis of the P450~BM3~ FL\#62 active site, three efficient mutants (X-E12, II-H10, and IV-H4) were identified that catalyzed hydroxylation of C6a (**53**), C7(*R*) (**54**), and C7(*S*) (**55**) with 94%, 100%, and 100% selectivity, respectively, with over 90% isolated yield on a 100 mg scale ([Scheme [3](#sch3){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch3){ref-type="scheme"}B). **55** was further converted into 7(*R*)-fluoroartemether (**56**) and 7(*R*)-fluoroartesunate (**57**) in three steps.

![(A) (+)-Artemisinin Based Antimalaria Drugs. (B) Modification of (+)-Artemisinin (**3**) via Late-Stage Diversification. (C) Phase I and Phase II Metabolism of Artemisinins. (D) Selected Examples of Artemisinin Analogues with Improved Metabolic Stability](oc9b00916_0004){#sch3}

Phase I metabolism of artemisinin-based drugs (artemisinins) mainly targets the C10 methoxy group and the C5, C6a, and C7 carbons through cytochrome P450-mediated hydroxylation to afford dihydroartemisinin (DHA) and hydroxylated artemisinins ([Scheme [3](#sch3){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch3){ref-type="scheme"}C).^[@ref74],[@ref75]^ These oxidations are followed by rapid glucuronidation and excretion, resulting in a short half-life for artemisinins *in vivo*. Significant efforts have been aimed toward developing new artemisinin analogues to improve their metabolic stability, with synthetic strategies having primarily focused on generating C10-substituted analogues. These efforts have afforded a C10-alkylamino-artemisinin, artemisone **58**, with improved antimalarial activity and metabolic stability achieved by blocking phase I metabolism at the C10 position ([Scheme [3](#sch3){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch3){ref-type="scheme"}D).^[@ref76]^ Fluorine substitution at metabolically labile sites can prevent unwanted oxidation, leading to increased bioavailability due to the high chemical stability of the C--F bond. Fluorination can also slow down or block metabolism at adjacent sites due to inductive effects.^[@ref53]^ Several such fluorinated artemisinin derivatives have exhibited increased bioactivity *in vivo*([@ref77]) (e.g., **59**([@ref78]) and **60**;^[@ref79]^ ([Scheme [3](#sch3){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch3){ref-type="scheme"}D)). The 7(*R*) C--F bonds in **56** and **57** may also prevent phase I metabolic transformation at the C7 β hydrogen, thereby extending the half-life of these potential drug molecules.^[@ref75]^ Meanwhile, generation of **53** and **54** on preparative scales could allow for access to new compounds in which bioactivity is maintained, but metabolic processing is minimized. These artemisinin analogues could also be used to study the properties of hydroxylated artemisinin metabolites.^[@ref80]^

In another case, the Herzon group applied hydroxyl-directed iridium-catalyzed C--H silylation toward the late-stage diversification of (+)-pleuromutilin (**61**) ([Scheme [4](#sch4){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch4){ref-type="scheme"}A).^[@ref81]^ (+)-Pleuromutilin (**61**) acts as an effective antibiotic for the treatment of Gram-positive bacterial infections via binding to the peptidyl transferase center of bacterial ribosomes, inhibiting protein synthesis. This unique mode of action has curtailed the emergence of pleuromutilin-resistant bacterial strains.^[@ref82]^ Surprisingly, 12-*epi*-mutilin derivatives (e.g., **65**) show significant broad-spectrum activity against Gram-negative and drug resistant bacteria.^[@ref83]^ To overcome antibiotic resistance and develop new anti-Gram-negative agents, novel analogues of (+)-pleuromutilin are required for further evaluation. A number of pleuromutilin analogous were prepared by direct functionalization of the C22 hydroxyl group by sulfonylation followed by standard S~N~2 substitution ([Scheme [4](#sch4){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch4){ref-type="scheme"}A).^[@ref83],[@ref84]^ These analogues included the clinically used drug retapamulin (**62**), lefamulin (**63**), which is in phase III clinical trials, and the veterinary agent tiamulin (**64**).

![(A) Pleuromutilin-Based Antibiotics. (B) Modification of (+)-Pleuromutilin (**61**) via Late-Stage Diversification](oc9b00916_0005){#sch4}

Recently, Hartwig and co-workers reported a strategy for aliphatic C--H hydroxylation using a free alcohol as a directing group.^[@ref85]−[@ref87]^ Silylation of alcohol **66** generated silyl ether **67**, with this step followed by iridium- or rhodium-catalyzed intramolecular silylation of alkyl C--H bonds to afford oxasilolane intermediate **68**. The latter then underwent Tamao-Fleming oxidation to yield 1,3- or 1,4-diol **69**. Except for the C11 or C14 hydroxyl groups, the absence of reactive functional groups in the core structure of pleuromutilin led to only limited success in directly functionalizing its tricyclic skeleton, including C7 oxidation,^[@ref46],[@ref88]^ C7,^[@ref51]^ C13,^[@ref89]^ and C16^[@ref90]^ amination, and C20 deuteration^[@ref91]^ (see the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acscentsci.9b00916/suppl_file/oc9b00916_si_001.pdf)). Using Hartwig's iridium-catalyzed C--H silylation/oxidation reaction directed by the native C11 or C14 hydroxyl group, the Herzon group was able to achieve C16- (**70**, **71**), C17- (**72**, **73**), and C18- (**74**) monooxidized derivatives, C15/C16- (**75**) and C17/C18- (**76**) dioxidized products, and the C6-normethyl product (**77**). Moreover, four amine derivatives (**78**--**81**) were prepared from the C17-oxidized product (**73**) ([Scheme [4](#sch4){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch4){ref-type="scheme"}B). This late-stage modification strategy enabled efficient access to these analogues for assessment of structure--activity relationships that had not been extensively investigated before.^[@ref46],[@ref51],[@ref88]−[@ref91]^

As exemplified by the natural product drugs artemisinin and pleuromutilin, late-stage diversification using state-of-the-art methods can enable rapid preparation of derivatives that would remain inaccessible using conventional chemical synthesis.^[@ref92]−[@ref95]^ Thus, this methodology offers a new opportunity to investigate novel bioactive lead compounds to address pharmacological limitations for further drug development.

Target Identification {#sec4}
=====================

During the development of drug candidates, the target identification process is essential for determining the binding target(s) and mode(s) of action of bioactive molecules. The discovery process could unveil new target proteins and molecular pathways, which might further promote the advancement of first-in-class drug discovery.^[@ref96],[@ref97]^ The target identification process often requires natural product-derived chemical probes, which must retain activities comparable to those of the parent compounds. Conventional functionalization of natural products mostly depends on the pre-existing reactive sites present in the native structure, which are often required for biological activity. Recent developments in the direct functionalization of inert C--H bonds in natural products provide the opportunity to access bioactive chemical probes to explore the cellular targets of the parent compounds.

An elegant example of using late-stage C--H functionalization for the synthesis of bioactive probes to facilitate target identification was reported by the Romo group.^[@ref98]^ Eupalmerin acetate (EuPA) (**82**), a cembranolide diterpene, displays promising anticancer activity against several cancer cell lines ([Scheme [5](#sch5){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch5){ref-type="scheme"}A). In order to identify the functional target protein(s) of EuPA to explore its potential as a therapeutic agent, an effective natural product-based chemical probe is required. Synthesis of the corresponding probe via conventional chemical transformations is very challenging due to the limited number of reactive functional group handles within the EuPA skeleton. Romo and co-workers applied rhodium-catalyzed selective C--H amination to EuPA to obtain probe EuPAyne (**84**) in one step as a 1:1 diastereomeric mixture at the macrocyclic allylic position without affecting the bioactive enone double bond, which may form a covalent bond with nucleophilic residues of the target protein(s). The antiproliferative activity of EuPAyne (**84**) was only slightly lower than that of EuPA (**82**) in HL 60 cells (IC~50~ = 3.0 μM for EuPA versus 14 μM for EuPAyne), presumably due to the installation of the alkyne handle at a remote position relative to the functional enone moiety. The fact that probe EuPAyne (**84**) retained most of its activity suggested that it could be used to identify the cellular target(s) of natural product EuPA (**82**). An initial gel proteomic profiling study and competitive ABPPSILAC enabled quantitative proteome analysis to identify three high-affinity targets: cancer cell proliferation related protein Derlin-1 (DERL1), cancer cell overexpressed cytochrome b5 type B (CYB5B), and thromboxane A synthase (TBXAS1) ([Scheme [5](#sch5){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch5){ref-type="scheme"}B). This result suggested that EuPA (**82**) may have multiple modes of action against cancer cells. Competition experiments in the overexpressed 293T cells showed that these target proteins interacted with EuPAyne (**84**) selectively, which indicated that EuPAyne (**84**) may serve as an effective probe to further investigate the biological roles of these proteins in cancer cell proliferation.

![(A) Chemical Probe Synthesis of Eupalmerin Acetate (EuPA) (**82**). (B) Target Identification of Anticancer Natural Product Eupalmerin Acetate (EuPA) (**82**)](oc9b00916_0006){#sch5}

This study demonstrates how late-stage diversification of natural products via selective C--H functionalization provides a rapid method for the synthesis of natural product-based probes to enable the identification of potential cellular targets. More and more selective transformations,^[@ref99]^ especially selective C--H functionalization reactions, that continue to emerge are anticipated to enable the efficient synthesis of bioactive probes, even for natural products that lack reactive functional group handles.

Biosynthetic Implications {#sec5}
=========================

Key chemical transformations that occur in natural product biosynthetic pathways are widely mimicked by synthetic chemists to construct complex molecules.^[@ref100],[@ref101]^ Moreover, such biomimetic syntheses provide insight into how molecules are formed in nature, which can help to confirm the originally proposed biogenetic hypothesis.^[@ref102],[@ref103]^

*Isodon* diterpenoids, a large family of terpenoid natural products,^[@ref104],[@ref105]^ are biosynthetically derived from geranylgeranyl-diphosphate (GGPP) via series terpenoid cyclase-catalyzed carbocationic rearrangements.^[@ref106],[@ref107]^ According to the initial biosynthetic hypothesis, jungermannenone diterpenoids (**86**) are derived from *ent*-kaurane diterpenoids (**85**) via two possible carbocationic rearrangement pathways ([Scheme [6](#sch6){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch6){ref-type="scheme"}A).^[@ref108],[@ref109]^ During the synthesis of complex *Isodon* diterpenoids by Lei and co-workers,^[@ref110],[@ref111]^ initial attempts to convert *ent*-kaurane-type skeletons into jungermannenone-type skeletons via carbocationic rearrangement on a model substrate were unsuccessful. Interconversion between *ent*-kauranes and jungermannenones was ultimately achieved via late-stage photochemical rearrangement of the bicyclo\[3.2.1\]octene moiety ([Scheme [6](#sch6){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch6){ref-type="scheme"}B). Upon 254 nm UV light irradiation, *ent*-kaurane-type analogue **89** was directly converted to (−)-jungermannenone C (**90**) in 58% yield along with 28% recovered **89**. When (−)-jungermannenone C (**90**) was irradiated with 365 nm UV light, **89** was generated in 21% yield along with 71% recovered (−)-**90**. This photoinduced skeletal rearrangement may have proceeded via photochemical 1,3-acyl migration of the β,γ-unsaturated ketone^[@ref112],[@ref113]^ involving a caged radical pair (**91**) or a biradical intermediate (**92**).^[@ref114]−[@ref118]^ The interconversion between **89** and (−)-jungermannenone C (**90**) as well as between (+)-12-hydroxy-1α,6α-diacetoxy-*ent*-kaura-9(11),16-dien-15-one (**93**) and (−)-1α,6α-diacetoxyjungermannenone C (**94**) also occurred smoothly under sunlight, which indicated that this photoinduced rearrangement is likely involved in the biosynthesis of *ent*-kauranes and jungermannenones. Lei and co-worker further applied this late-stage photochemical rearrangement to other *ent*-kaurane- and jungermannenone-type diterpenoids (**95**--**100**) as well as complex sesquiterpenoids (**101**--**106**), with the results showing that all of these substrates could smoothly undergo photochemical rearrangement. These studies showed that this late-stage photoradical process is very likely involved in natural product biosynthetic pathways, which may further inspire organic chemists to design new strategies for complex natural product synthesis and late-stage functionalization.

![(A) Biogenetic Hypothesis of Jungermannenone-Type Diterpenoids. (B) Late-Stage Photoinduced Skeleton Rearrangements of Terpenoids](oc9b00916_0007){#sch6}

Protein--Protein Interactions {#sec6}
=============================

The important role of natural products in regulating protein--protein interactions has long been recognized.^[@ref119]^ One prominent example is FK506 (tacrolimus, **107**), an immunosuppressive macrolide that specifically recruits immunophilin FKBP and calcineurin to form a ternary complex.^[@ref120],[@ref121]^ Elucidation of its mechanism-of-action not only represented a landmark discovery in the field of chemical biology,^[@ref122]^ but it also led to the development of chemical inducers of dimerization (CIDs).^[@ref123],[@ref124]^ Specifically, the presence of a terminal olefin in FK506 (**107**) (C37--C38 alkene) has enabled the facile late-stage derivatization of this natural product ([Scheme [7](#sch7){ref-type="scheme"}](#sch7){ref-type="scheme"}). A number of synthetic FK1012s (e.g., **108**) have been prepared, eliminating the inhibitory activity of the parent compound toward calcineurin while maintaining its high affinity for FKBP12. Consequently, dimerization of fusion proteins equipped with the FKBP12 domain can be artificially regulated with precise temporal resolution in a dose-dependent, small-molecule controlled manner, which has proved useful in the investigation of various signaling pathways. FK506 heterodimers have also been reported.^[@ref125]^ Most recently, the Shokat group developed bifunctional molecules (e.g., **109**) that recruit the oncogenic mutant K-Ras protein to intracellularly abundant FKBP12, demonstrating a promising strategy for interfering with Ras activity and blocking its downstream signaling pathway.^[@ref126]^

Summary and Outlook {#sec7}
===================

Although direct functionalization of natural products at a late stage is challenging due to their inherent structural complexity and diversity, many new synthetic methodologies have been developed for late-stage diversification via selective functionalization of reactive functional groups and C--H bonds. Recent development of site-selective reactions has enabled late-stage modification of natural product-based drugs to access various analogues for facile assessment of structure--activity relationships. Direct and selective C--H functionalization makes the synthesis of bioactive chemical probes more straightforward and efficient than traditional methods. In addition, the information acquired from studies that employ late-stage diversification strategies may also provide insight into natural product biosynthetic relationships.

However, the broader application of late-stage diversification of natural products is still limited by currently available synthetic methods. Accordingly, additional efforts should be directed toward enriching the current chemical reaction toolbox that enables effective diversification of highly functionalized molecules. Current site-selective transformations, such as site-selective C--H bond functionalization, mainly depend on the intrinsic reactivity properties of the natural product itself, which are dictated by the sterics and electronics of particular sites on the molecule. The development of nondirected,^[@ref127]^ catalyst-controlled strategies rather than substrate-controlled site-selective synthetic methodologies is critical for overriding the innate reactivity of the substrate in order to access diverse sites on natural products. With respect to new catalyst development, enzymes have a great potential to achieve diverse site selectivity. Because nature has evolved various enzymes, such as cytochromes P450, to selectively functionalize particular sites on natural product scaffolds via specific substrate--enzyme interactions,^[@ref128]^ discovery of new enzymes and their variants^[@ref63]^ offers a new possibility in natural product diversification. Because of the limitations of synthetic methods, late-stage diversification of natural products in drug discovery has not been widely investigated. With the enrichment of new catalysts and reactions, efficient late-stage diversification of natural products will afford sufficient analogues and bioactive probes to facilitate chemical biological studies aimed toward addressing existing biological problems. Indeed, it is urgent to deepen our understanding of the interactions between natural products and their target proteins. The flexible late-stage modification could potentially leverage this knowledge to achieve the powerful chemically induced proximity,^[@ref129]^ including the development of proteolysis-targeting chimeras (PROTACs).^[@ref130]^ Another promising application would be in the "bump-and-hole" approach, which aims to elucidate the function of a specific gene product.^[@ref131]^ The development of versatile substrate analogues is essential for the successful reengineering of the protein--small molecule interface.
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To fully explore the potential utility of late-stage diversification of natural products, collaborations among diverse research fields, such as synthetic chemistry, medicinal chemistry, and chemical biology, are needed. With the emergence of new methods, new opportunities and applications will appear. We anticipate that late-stage diversification of natural products will continue to stimulate the emergence of new applications of nature products in drug discovery and biomedical research.
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